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The Style Council/Little 
Steven/Cutting Crew 

Live at Full House Rock Show 
 
ARD Video 
 
German shows for worldwide stars caught on tape…

 

 
Style Council may have the hits (and were more of a UK success than Little Steven or 
Cutting Crew), but live they seem somewhat motionless, Weller still in his awkward 
phase provides no sense of excitement, nor do the band possess the songs to pull off a 
headline show when compared to the all out assualt of a Jam show. Little Steven’s solo 
career has been more of a curious one, finding a niche amongst Bruce Springsteen fans 
desperate for anything Springsteen/E-Street band related, it wasn’t until his role in the 
Soprano’s that he proved to be an artist of worth in his own right. As for the Cutting 
Crew, they make me want to use my arms to throttle and finish the job off after their 
worldwide hit ‘I Just Died In Your Arms’, was 80’s pop really this bad? Though none of 
the bands featured are particularly well known as live bands, a fan will find great comfort 
in seeing these now, sadly defunct bands playing their hit in their heydays. For those 
curious viewers, it might be better to just stick to the greatest hits packages! 

 
 
By Jeremy Chick Editor-In-Chief 
 
This release was published on 23 Oct 2006.
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